General Information

Room Capacity & Sales Minimums

We have four rooms to accommodate your business or social event. Each individual room is designed to suit different size events, seating 20 to 90 guests. Clara’s requires a food & beverage minimum for each room. We may assign rooms, particularly if there is a fluctuation in the attendance figures. Event rooms have a maximum rental time of 3 hours plus ½ hour for setup. Additional party time can be purchased. See Banquet Manager for more details.

Menu Choices

Special Events Menu

Thank you for considering Clara’s to host your event.

All menu packages are priced per person and include fresh Italian bread, oil, & cheese, coffee, freshly brewed iced tea, fountain drinks, and dessert. All courses are served Family Style (Buffet Style available upon request & space permitting). Platters are replenished upon request & until next course is served. Additionally, uneaten food may be taken out of the restaurant after your function.

Lunch

Options: you may substitute an appetizer for another salad.

Dessert Platter

Entrée – Choose one
Salad – Choose one
Pasta – Choose one
Entrée – Choose one
Dessert Platter

Lunch Menu 1
$22 per person
Appetizer - Choose one
Salad - Choose one
Pasta – Choose one
Entrée – Choose one
Dessert Platter

Lunch Menu 2
$24 per person
Appetizers - Choose two
Salad - Choose one
Pasta – Choose one
Entrée – Choose one
Dessert Platter

Lunch Menu 3
$28 per person
Appetizers - Choose two
Salad - Choose one
Pasta – Choose two
Entrée – Choose one
Dessert Platter

Dinner

Dessert Platter

Entrée – Choose one
Salad – Choose one
Pasta – Choose one
Entrée – Choose one
Dessert Platter

Dinner Menu 1
$28 per person
Appetizers & Salads ~ Choose 3
Pasta – Choose one
Entrée – Choose one
Dessert Platter

Dinner Menu 2
$34 per person
Appetizers & Salads ~ Choose 4
Pasta – Choose two
Entrée – Choose one
Dessert Platter

Dinner Menu 3
$36 per person
Appetizers & Salads ~ Choose 5
Pasta – Choose one
Entrée – Choose two
Dessert Platter

Dinner Menu 4
$40 per person
Appetizers & Salads ~ Choose 5
Pasta – Choose two
Entrée – Choose two
Dessert Platter

Menu Enhancement

You may add an appetizer or salad for $2 per person and a pasta or entrée for $4 per person.

(Children ages 5-11 half off ~ under age 5 is free)

Prices are subject to change. Above prices do not include tax or event fee.

Beverages

Beer & Wine Hourly

Includes Clara’s House selections of Red & Whites wines, and your choice of domestic & imported beers

Host/Open Bar

Host Bar allows your guests to order from our full selection of wine, beer, and spirits. We will run a tab based on consumption and tally it at the end of the event.

Limited Host Bar

Limited Host Bar allows you to set a specific selection of wines, beers, and spirits your guests are allowed to order from as well as quantity of those selections or a specific $ amount.

Cash Bar

Cash Bar requires your guests to pay for all alcoholic beverages they order.

Wine Bottles

Red & White wine bottles are available to purchase for the table.